Enroll Me!
I want my name included in the treatment
for unexpected income and the general
demonstration of increased good in all
areas of life.
I will happily share the increase that comes to
me in the form of a dedicated portion (any
percentage) of my choosing “oﬀ the top” as a
gift to the Center for Spiritual Living Long
Island.
By Unexpected Income, I understand we
mean increase in money received over and
above any current normal Income.
Signature
Name
Address
City
State/Zip
Email
CLIP AND MAIL TO:

Center for Spiritual Living Long
Island Unexpected Income Program
17 Maple Place, Hicksville, NY 11801

Prosperity Affirmation
by Ernest Holmes
Today I expect every good thing to come to me,
for I know that Divine abundance is forever
manifesting itself in my aﬀairs. I am keeping my
whole mind and thought and expectation open to
new experiences, to happier events, to a more
complete self-expression.
Everything that belongs to Spirit, I accept.
Everything that partakes of the nature of Divine
Reality, I claim as my own. I identify with
success, and I prosper in everything I do.
As I give thanks for the good now ﬂowing into
my life, I gladly share that good with others. The
more I give, the more I receive. I experience a
deeper consciousness of peace and security, for I
know that I am in the embrace of a warm, loving
Presence forever seeking an outlet through me.
My cup runneth over! I exist in limitless
possibility.

How the Unexpected
Income Program Works
To set the Law in motion, begin and end every
day with the Prosperity Aﬃrmation.
Our practitioners will work daily for all
participants in the program. Together, we support
each other and make wonderful demonstrations
of our new awareness! Then, share a dedicated
portion (any percentage) of your choosing oﬀ the
top as a gift to the Center for Spiritual Living Long
Island. Please write "Unexpected Income" on your
check or donation envelope. By raising our
consciousness of the Inﬁnite Source of Good
around us, the program works through the Law of
Mind.
The Unexpected Income Program begins
on March 31, 2019 and will continue
through June 4, 2019.
To be included in this prosperity program,
return the attached form to Center for Spiritual
Living Long Island. Keep the treatment for
Prosperity handy and repeat it twice each day.
Sign up today!

Expect Results!

The Elements of Prosperity
Prosperity is the consciousness of God’s rich
abundance surrounding, supporting, and
constantly supplying our every desire. We
accept this consciousness most easily when we
make the following a part of our lives:
Giving – We return a portion of all we receive to
the person, place, institution or organization
from which we receive our spiritual inspiration
and education. This is a means of acknowledging
the true source of our good.
Forgiving – Forgiving releases the past – the
judgment, guilt, resentment, and regret that
block the ﬂow of prosperity in our lives.
Thanksgiving – Through praise and gratitude
we direct our attention to the good that is now
in our lives as well as the good we are about to
experience. This generates positive emotion and
enthusiasm and heightens our interest and
commitment.

The Law of Giving and Receiving
By Ernest Holmes
Everything moves in circles. What goes out must
come back. Unless the seed is sown it cannot bear
fruit. There must be a planting time for every
harvest. Who gives all receives all. Who refuses to
give, limits the possibility of the greater good
returning to him.
We do not give because God needs the gift, but
because the giving increases, broadens and deepens
the life of the giver. Nor shall we give from a
standpoint of duty. The Universe refuses to bargain
with us. It already has given us everything It has.
But it also has provided that the gift of life can be
received into its fullness only as it ﬂows through us
to the fullness of others.
How wonderful is this exact balance which God
and nature keep; how perfect is the law of Good
and how glorious the opportunity to join with the
joy of life!

Unexpected
Income
Program
Expect
the Unexpected!
March 31, 2019
through June 4, 2019

Setting clear, speciﬁc goals – By giving Inﬁnite
Mind a mental equivalent of successful
accomplishment, we set into motion the
spiritual law of cause and eﬀect.
Seeking and ﬁnding our divine purpose – When
we clearly know who we are and purposely live
our divinity, we are experiencing living here and
now in the Kingdom of Heaven on earth, as
abundant spiritual beings in an abundant
spiritual universe.

Rev. Michael Sternlieb,
Spiritual Leader
17 Maple Place • Hicksville, NY 11801
516-822-9314
www.csl-longisland.org

